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INTRODUCTION 

 

In My Father’s House 

As the trend, now known as #InMyFathersHouse, reached its crescendo, an interesting debate ensued 

amongst poets. Some felt the poems were too personal; others argued that poets were just being 

creative. Another group decided to challenge the common logic behind the core treatment of the trend, 

thereby, providing an alternative interpretation. This argument is not new. And its relevance continues 

to drive art as an instrument of expression, conversation, interpretation, imitation and adaptation.  Art is 

truth. Truth as seen, felt and expressed by the artist. I agree with Adedayo Adeyemi Agarau that 

―Poetry is a collection of words pointing to your truth.‖ (Emphasis is mine). And it is that element, 

truth, that breathes through this anthology. 

But what is truth anyway? Should the poet not tell it as it is? Well, one needs to quickly state that ―as it 

is‖ is subjective, so also is the pursuit of self-centric truism. The artistic recreation of life is not truth. 

And this assertion is intended to be ambivalent. Life is reality. And reality may not be actuality in its 

sense. For instance, the poetess whose mother was killed by her father on the pretense of infidelity 

could portray a vision of reality – and the actuality of that vision may just be a version perceived 

differently by the reader or the murderous father. While the reality pursued by the father was that of 

one meting out justice to a perceived crime – cheating on him; actuality is the opposite. Or of Amao 

Williams’ poem where the metaphor of conjugal concupiscence was critiqued by Aremu Adebisi 

Adams as a normalcy, except for the fact that ―fucking father‖ is a monster and domestic abuser. These 

instances are used to illustrate a point here, which is, reality is a product of perception. And what about 

actuality? If the scientificity of empiricism is totally subject to ―facts‖, even that is not absolute, then 

actuality is a fragmentation of many ―truths.‖ 

Again, the argument is: what is the nature of truth? Or what is truth in art? I will not attempt to answer 

that question. I do not shy away from the ontological or etymological nuances attached to artistic truth 

or poetic truism, focusing on such undermines the beauty of a poem. However, I need to assert that an 

art is true to itself and in itself, in spite of the message. Nonetheless, what makes art more relevant is 

the message inherent in it. A poem is more than a collection of words to tell a story or express feeling. 

A poem is a deliberation, a conscious artistic creation that serves a purpose, the truth according to the 

poet. The reader is welcome to carve his/her own truth from the poem – is that not why a poem means 

more than just one creation? A good poem is amoebic, it has the intrinsic capacity to assume the 

identity of the poet or reader at any given time. It is a living organism.  
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In My Father’s House is a rich collection of living memories, artistic acuity and poetic ingenuity. The 

poets were telling their stories. They gave voice to vision only seen through the keyhole of the night. 

They wanted light on wounds only known to the heart and felt by the mind. Wounds of silences that 

were too loud to say, except through the medium of art. They did not set out to write a book. Or create 

a memorialization of pain. They did not set out to make the reader shower them with the rain of pity; 

no, that was not the intention. These poets expressed the inmost feelings, as they recalled growing. 

Some, through sheer poetic skills, were able to create a fictive space to generate a similitude of misery, 

negativity and pain – and that is brilliance in itself - and truth as the poets wanted us to believe; most of 

these poets creatively told their version of how growing was. Others chose to write an admixture of 

reality and hope. Some decided to reinvent their truth and celebrated how their fathers’ house was 

antithetical to pain and misery. It is this diversity that makes this anthology stands out. The ability to 

create one’s truth and do it excellently too. This is a beautiful work of art. And it is truth in itself! 

 

Thank you. 

Funso Oris 
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Adedayo Adeyemi Agarau 

 

in my father's house 

- there is a family photograph 

on the yellow wall 

-in the photograph 

my father carries a  

boy that is not me anymore 

-you know you are not yourself 

when your mother looks at you 

and shakes her head 

- her smile in the picture 

looks marasmic -weaned, hungry, unsatisfied 

- i asked her if she wanted me 

she gulped her glass of water 

and said a sick yes 

- i dont mind 

my father still carries me in the family picture 

- and it is not my fault 

that i didnt come out the way she expected 

-tohquality 
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Nome Patt Emeka 

 

in my father's house, 

we all are birds with songs under our skin 

and every skin is an adagio of broken moles 

our parlor is a museum of cob-webbed photographs 

and receptacle of juggling memories  

(every other room has its attachments). 

my father is a shark. a sailor. a ship. a deserted cabin. 

somewhere on sea, he is beating the waves 

somewhere on sea, his voice is walking the length of a storm 

somewhere on the sea, man is holding his tears in a lone room. 

here, i sit beside my sister. i open her skin. 

her songs, rash rash, falls into mine  

and we become a downpour/filled with strange sobs. 

a picture hangs on the wall: 

a young couple/my mum and dad smiling. 

a bird caught overhead in a blue sky. 

it might be in the early 50s or 60s or 70s.  

my father never told me when they took each other. 

my sister breaks into sighs and sobs and songs 

she asks who the woman is, says she looks like a dove 

told her the woman was a dove that was swallowed by the clouds. 

showed her my mum's grave just in the heart of the garden. 

in my father's house, 

my father is a very fine magpie. 

and I swear, man has more songs and scars than us. 

outside, in the garden, a bird is singing 
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my sister peers through the window to the garden 

she sobs: it could be our mother. it could be our mother. 
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    ©Kola Onifoto  

 

Deceit, lust, hatred and death 

Is now the elegy on the soul 

Of my father's house. 

- Adewale Iyanda 
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Micheal Ace 

 

In my father's house, 

 

Every wall carries its own memory 

But like a mirage 

The closer I get, the faster It fades away. 

 

There are things that hold me captive at night 

Like the front door with broken doorknob 

It was the last thing father touched before his departure 

There are things that make me crawl when I am running 

Like the cramp that eats into my muscle 

Every time I realised I never sat in my father's arms. 

 

The last time mother looked at me 

She shrugged and said she saw her husband 

I felt like a battle, lost, but never fought. 

 

There is life in every picture that carries my father 

For they patiently await his return. 
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Prudence Emudianughe 

 

I 

in my father's house are many mansions. my father built his six daughters into sons. speck of 

rays. 

do not miss a service. 

do not sit like an open door. 

do not let your laughter pull the paints. 

do not do nots. 

_________woman. who? man. human 

II 

i can define a prison in three words. 

— me. My heart is a large room filled with half naked thoughts. How do you answer questions 

unasked? 

— young. If left was right and right was left, Find you. 

— father. pulpit, books and maps. there is a way that seemth right unto a man, it is a planned 

route. 

III 

in my father's house, i am a tenant, a debtor, a comedian, a sadist, a snail, the undersized shoe, a 

misfit, a dancer, a sleeper, a sister, a child, a sealed heart. you can ask the second room by your 

right. the pillow i borrow holds tears like a well, my tears. 

the last time I played hide and seek, i found myself on a wardrobe.  

sometimes my father calls me by my sister's name. sometimes i lose my face. sometimes i find 

it. sometimes i forget to smile and i hold a knife to my throat. 
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in my father's house i bury my fears and find them again.  

sometimes my mother throws me out of my rented room, my sisters say i smell of home. they 

say it with their mouth curled up in distaste. 

IV 

in my father's house, my father is God, the provider. Heaven falls from his hands when you're a 

saint. be a saint. 

in my father's house, my father is God, the judge. Hell is a stare that burns deep into your soul. i 

have seen hell. i go there for holidays. 

in my father's house, my mother is God, a loving one. sometimes i think my father has this 

feature. i try to find it. 

V 

in my father's house we raised our brother as a woman. 

___________who? man. woman. human. 
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©Salako 

 

can a boy 

escape 

through 

the 

window 

of his 

father's 

house? 

 

Can I say the 

mosque is 

my father's 

house?  

will you not 

call me 

heresy? 

Some parlors 

are gallery 
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Farida Adamu 

 

in my father's house,  

there are no family pictures on the white walls 

everything is bland, like the air of silence 

we all carry when we sit 

to watch TV 

there's a picture of my mother in my room 

her lips are apart 

but she never said the words  

that followed her like flies to the grave 

my father carried me in his heart, 

never in a picture 

his words are fire on my tongue 

his touch is a burning bush without flame 

I once bought him a bottle of rum, 

he did not smile 

he snatched it out of my hands  

and said it tasted like eternity 

he walked away that day  

and never returned 
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Anonymous 

 

In my father’s house 

There is but one frame 

Black and white 

My dad in a bow tie 

Shoulder padded suit truly define him 

A proud Igbo peacock 

 

Home was always empty 

The stair ways hollow 

Hunted, like something was missing 

I stayed up most nights 

Holding the hands of my little sister 

We were always afraid to fall asleep 

Always longing for our mother 

You could hear her voice in the stiff air 

Like she too was afraid 

We never spoke about her 

Her name was a taboo on our lips 

Never to be heard, never to be spoken  

The walls at home were discoloured 

And with many cracks 

Each held its own secret, its own story 

Its own memory.  

We always wondered why dad's frame hung so low on the wall 
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Little did we know, 

It hides a deep dent 

The last place he smashed mom's head 

Her ghost forever lost behind him. 
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©Kilani Fatai 

"You will survive a million years 

with a young heart and face" - 

this is how to write my brother's portrait. 

- Keem Tunde 
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Chanda Medley Chongo 

 

In My Father’s House 

Walls hold no picture frames  

But are painted black and white.  

Each illuminates the face of mother  

Who found but a leaking house 

 Under the rain drops of peace. 

 

Every wall carries a piece of her;  

Memories that boil father’s tears  

Before engraving scars on his cheeks 

 For he allowed his robotic anger  

To smash mother’s head  

With countless blows and upper cuts 

 When rum awakened the beast in him. 

 

In my father’s house 

 Silence has become the music my ears love to hear,  

And the rhythm my heart finds solace in,  

'Cause every voice that pierces through;  

Reminds me of the night  

When he buried a bullet 

 In mother’s bosom. 
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Bamigbola Silas 

 

In my father's house, 

There are many cities filled with gold and riches  

Unexplored by my father and father's fathers and their ancestors.  

In my father's house,  

Today, mother cried,  

The liquid streaking down her chins asked questions: 

Why has father not explore those cities?  

Why is he scared of faceless hordes that halt him from passing through? 

I'm scared those faceless hordes that held father  

Will haunt me too, they will grip my hands  

And build tauting walls around me.  

And if I don't know how to run like a mad man  

I will die in their hands.  

I entered into one of the unexplored cities the other day,  

I tasted the water. It was sweet.  

I swore, I will explore other cities.  

In my father's house,  

Stories like this are left untold  

And I'm scared i have said much.  

But is saying much not a healing therapy?  

In my father's house,  

My brothers, sister and I hold hands daily  

And ferry prayers to the sky, 
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That we soar where father walked  

And mine the ores in those fecund cities. 
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©Kilani Fatai 

 

my father is a shark. a sailor. a ship. a deserted cabin. 

somewhere on sea, he is beating the waves 

somewhere on sea, his voice is walking the length of a storm 

somewhere on the sea, man is holding his tears in a lone room. 

- Nome Patt Emeka 
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Mesioye Affable Johnson 

In my father's house 

here, 

I cannot boast of my father's house 

without these bigger rooms on my brother's chest 

painted with colours from ash nights 

where noises hinges the door  

leading to a cushion of tears. 

In my father's house, 

each corner is a socket of a god 

dripping libations in speed of our names 

running in tongues of stillness, so when you're low,  

you could plug your tears, your tears and return with full tremors  

connecting your dreams to your wet feet. 

I feel a miracle of smoke writing odes 

in the wind with stones where mother 

had her hair plaited with worms, she tingles  

in the beauty of a soil dead of flesh. 

Beside one of the rooms, I blinked, and 

a river ran my body with singed waves, 

and I saw the broken wall tucked in silence 

rising in flitting flames and 

I'm not sure  

if father ever had a house. 
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Adewale  Iyanda Pora 

 

In my father's house 

Love making is an ancient tale on the lips of its air, 

For the feet of my mother was home to water 

When she was walked to the throne of father 

On the day she bided home bye. 

 

The house was painted with gentle moans that night 

Silence was their witness 

Even the air lost its sanity to sweet sumptuous cacophonies 

Darkness blanketed the secret sweat of their soul 

and the moist mystery written on their lower body. 

 

Until one day 

When I still walk on my knees, 

Father caught mother 

Sacrificing her thighs on the altar of another god  

Alluring groans was there witness 

A stray light was their blanket, as they dance in shame. 

 

He lost his tongue and manhood 

He became a coward 

Find the death written on humans palm 

Bestowed it on the other god 

Roger it on mother's soul 

He too find heaven in the body of a running water. 
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I have given their memories a befitting burial 

In this memoirs. 

 

 

Deceit, lust, hatred and death 

Is now the elegy on the soul 

Of my father's house. 
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Keem Tunde 

In my father's house 

_ 

there is a wall dedicated to our wars; 

My father sits in a frame of black,  

hands locked like an anchor - 

this is how to stable a ship in distress.  

_ 

My grandma's face is a canvas full of memories 

Of times and places, and songs 

that ware the skin. 

_ 

My mother, my mother.  

You do not see the troubles of the earth in the frame 

because her smile is a rainbow. 

_ 

My sister's is a parable 

Of tough times and people - 

her face, a colony of questions. 

_ 

"You will survive a million years 

with a young heart and face" - 

this is how to write my brother's portrait. 

_ 

If you must find me amidst them, 

My face is a basin of laughter, light 

at the dark corner of the wall. 
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     ©Kilani Fatai 

 

In my father's house, 

we sing songs like the nightingales, 

Bars and melody features our sonnets. 

Drumming into our ears are words of wisdom drooling from the aged, weary 

lips. 

- Opeoluwa Olatunbosun 
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Olamide Olanrewaju 

 

In My Father's House. 

My father's house is a warfront.  

He is a general and my mother is a gun. 

— a caged bird without songs. 

— a living manual on how not to live in this place. 

— crushed dreams like tobacco. 

But I'm a war prisoner wearing capsules of poetry 

and poetry is mutiny kept in a room of 246 tiles and dirty ceilings. 

and poetry is mutiny that I've stopped to leave the gun unused. 

 

Here, God has two faces 

One shouts at me and slaps itself on the floor like epilepsy, screaming: 

God is the way, God is holy, and his mystery mustn't be known, mustn't touch the floor. 

But God still beats my mother. 

The other face is pimpled with commandments and explosions 

Rigidness like the maid that defiled me when I was seven. 

This God strangles me like her finger did down my throat to keep me shut 

And he knows i live everyday like a prayer, hoping I don't wake the general 

So I have stopped praying altogether because I can't find peace in either. 

 

There are no photographs — on the walls, in the cupboards, in photo albums —  

In this house we wear history inside out like onions and tell it in whispers like secrets. 

But my grandmother's photograph sits like a mountain in an old murky parlour 

My mother says 'things might have been better if she hadn't died birthing the general'. 

Others say she was a witch. 

And there is another photograph still — long buried, 
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Of the general and four medals — three boys and a girl — smiling when there was peace. 

My mother says I was never wanted 

I wish there was a photograph of then too. 

 

In my father's house our windows are smaller than the opening of a keyhole 

So our secrets stay in and our screams ricochet off the walls. 

And our walls are painted all green with my sister's blood. 

She is moss.  

And every night, she sleeps on these walls to escape till she painted them green. 

My sister should have been a sunflower. 

father's house is a warfront, 

I fear the day I'll find peace,  

Because then, I'll no longer be welcome here. 

 

-Àdìó 
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Amao Williams Praise 

 

in my father's house, 

there's a portrait in the living room --- 

father's arm around mother's neck 

with smiles too bitter to swallow. 

I'm their only son but 

my father's name is a hand i can never hold; 

everything in my father's house 

i have ever believed in becomes magic. 

i think of my father and mother as leaves, 

going to» » and from« » one another, 

searching for the same light. 

mother's laughter resides in a dark room, 

a picture i never wanted to see. 

 

in my father's house, 

i carry loss around until 

i begin to resemble every bad memory, 

every terrible fear, 

every nightmare i ever had. 

i spend nights chasing shadows of ghosts 

living in my room; 

they try to steal the language i call home 

from my skin. 

 

in my father's house, 

we have a monster always sleeping  
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with  

my mother in a room 

painted black;  

i never knew the monster  

was my fucking father. 
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Ifemeni Christian Derrick White 

 

in my father's house 

there are many waters 

gushing out from our veins: 

one from the running memories  

that hang the cerebral torture  

of the past, behind papa's spine. 

Another, from a tale of mysteries 

that sit at the center 

beneath mama's nostrils 

every time my siblings  

cut themselves into garments,  

to trade problems 

and to dilute the peace  

that lay within our house. 

In my father's house 

my curtails laugh, 

my bed cries, my wall cracks 

and my roof barks 

anytime the wind, the rain and the sun 

decide  

to pay us a visit, unawares. 

my father's house  

is littered, with too many silence  

one: captures my today 
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the other: captures my tomorrow 

and the last, steals my forever. 
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©Adedayo Adeyemi Agarau 

 

Papa ripped our eyes of unshed tears,  

he said tears are two running parallel lines  

traversing the faces of battered men, 

genuflecting at the feet of despair. 

- Emminex Paradox 
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Nonso Serah Uche 

 

In my father's house (home)  

the pictures are monochrome 

these picture are memories 

memories rising like dust specks 

every time I open the door.  

 

The door creaks 

it's hings are rusted,  

rusted from rains from a roof  

that never got fixed.  

 

Here,  

there are portraits of we siblings 

now,  

growing, all on there own 

spurting to light.  

 

There is one of father  

he is seated over our roof 

and his weight crushes us down.  

His weight sits right here in my throat  

that swallowing sunlight have become a taboo.  

(ago, he was air and light)  

 

There is mother  

a photo fading fast.  
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like a monochrome movie of the 60s 

rounding up its show.  

she is a basket 

that thins herself to hold it all.  

(she's an elixir)  

 

There is '.....'  

stuck amidst growth.  

how does a seed germinate 

in health,  

when weed embrace it?  

 

Father's house is a monochrome picture  

(we are posed with cracked smiles)  

that is blurred,  

you hardly see from behind this fence.  

and freedom,  

freedom is itchy on the lips 

just because of love. 
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Samuel Amazing Ayoade BlazingPen 

 

...in my father's houe 

there is a stone painted on mother's cheeks... 

 

Many a poetry have told lies about my father's house 

I know father has a house, but the shape, I don't know 

This house is a mansion without roof,  

There lies a pit beside its rough walls where the wearied sun lays 

That pit is the tears of mother when a daughter grew herself 

into grey, the colour of an African elephant 

She painted herself in the greyness of old age and became Mama's mother 

Papa was scared, but boys don't cry when they have grown 

to be men... But I was a boy overwhelmed in gruesome bitterness 

That little sister became older than us all... and became a hole in mama's bossom 

There are no paintings on the wall safe the paintings of Pemi who became a marbled smoke 

Painted on the wall with a heavy heartfelt paintings from little brothers lungs 

There is a stone, painted on mother's cheeks and I think 

that father's house was built on that stone... Maybe father has to break this house 

and build another... Because I don't feel at home anymore 

...in my father's house. 

 

There is a sea in the midst of our bedroom whenever the sun peed 

A confluence of tears and fears what destiny we sons would face 

Mother teared but father? Boys don't cry when they have grown 

to be men... But I was a boy soaked 

in bitter throes when I saw the moon grow out of our wall 

With the image of the landlord seeking the bills 
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And I can't feel at home in this house anymore, for there are 

no diamonds in our sky, there is gold, which awaits the refiner 

I am that gold, in my father's house. 

So, we joyfully lick the piece of peace in our pieces till the whole gold is formed 

But seriously, father needs to build another house... 
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David Seventy-eight Psalmist Odiase 

 

In my father's house is a wall, 

And a pinched off crack on the floor, 

Small enough to hide a 7 year-old's teardrop.  

Among other things, 

The peelings of an old cane 

Hanging from a spider's poetry 

And that is all.  

 

But Only a puppeteer would 

Know how to turn these elements 

Into a very sad late-night movie,  

the only sound were my screams 

And the tears that pinched off the cracks,  

the whips that flew off a skin, 

The only actors were two shadows 

And a woman fast asleep.  

 

He'd know how to allow some silence 

Pass between this tragedy, 

And mime a tiny prayer  

From the lips of the boy 

Who wanted God to kill his father.  

 

He can keep the applause,  

And the offer from someone in the audience,  

For a bottle of scotch,  
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Or  

He could get drunk enough  

for the prologue of a familiar life.  

After all, the best actors are those who lived the movie.  
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Emminex Paradox 

 

In my father's house, 

there is a way we count broken dreams: 

we let them spill from the eyes, 

down the cheeks and string them into  

beads of parched memories. 

Papa ripped our eyes of unshed tears,  

he said tears are two running parallel lines  

traversing the faces of battered men, 

genuflecting at the feet of despair. 

In my father's house, 

we deem it fit to dip our feet 

into the grey ashes of burnt yesterdays, 

to tread on the paved streets of muted 

tomorrow, for posterity to find a voice. 

Mama told us to count our expected 

blessings, to aim them one by one; 

for they are the offsprings of our  

nurtured hopes and faith. 

My father's house is a mosaic of surreal realities... 
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©Adedayo Adeyemi Agarau 

 

There are things that hold me captive at night 

Like the front door with broken doorknob 

It was the last thing father touched before his departure 

There are things that make me crawl when I am running 

Like the cramp that eats into my muscle 

Every time I realised I never sat in my father's arms. 

- Micheal Ace 
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Olaniyi Ololade 

 

In my father's house 

 

There is a way fire burns my eyes,  

That makes me see the pictures of war on the cracking wall of my father's house.  

 

And each night I see his shadow pitching its tent in my memory  

I break into sombre dirge.  

 

He's the memory of sorrow that litters mama's eyes. 

 

Each time she dusts the dusty portrait that bears papa's name,  

She dissolves into song of sorrow.  

 

But  father never dies,  

He only finds the best way to live  

 

I saw him last night,  

His silent shadow spoke in parable.  

 

He said "be ready to wrestle with dealth 

For life comes in wrestling with death,  

Take off the garment of fear, be brave,my boy." 

 

So in my father's house are the voices of the speaking shadows,  

That heal me from the wound of yesterday.  

In my father's house are the sounds of the whispering memory,  
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That mould me into rugged  warrior.  

 

For the battle father lost, I must not lose. 
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Opeoluwa Olatunbosun 

 

In my father's house, 

we sing songs like the nightingales, 

Bars and melody features our sonnets. 

Drumming into our ears are words of wisdom drooling from the aged, weary lips. 

In my father's house, 

there are men with beards constantly frying eggs  

every morning on the path to school. 

Praying to the scorching sun to bless their sons under its umbrella 

and their deeds and misdeeds. 

In my father's house where I lay to tell the tale of lineage, 

It's not just a home of mother, father and me. 

It's a castle built to give refuge to all heads  

from salts garnished rain. 

My father's house grows boundaries round the wrist of the sun, 

My father's house has eight rooms and ten kitchens - 

for, 

It's a mouth to the hungry soldier ants. 

It feeds the goats and sheep so meek. 

It offer refuge to the house keepers. 

Life to those blood suckers. 

Happiness to the brooding saints. 

My father hides so many colours, 

And I am one of them. 
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I can walk and breath out fire. 

I can dance and chant Hallelujah. 

For in my father's house, 

The whole makes an individual. 
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Joshua O. Aire 

 

"in my father’s house,  

there are many mansions." 

therein I heard on the radio 

how the flames of the boys in Buni Yadi 

became a sunshade in the eyes of the streets  

as the dusts rushed in search of asylum and  

found its way through the radio speaker  

into our permeable walls. I heard the other day 

how the boys that survived ran back into their 

mother’s womb & held onto the walls in search 

of friction to keep them from being reborn. 

my father was one of those boys, I saw memories  

of him in mother’s eyes, filled with pictures of 

him running in search of his mother’s grave, 

he opened his palms & saw a road map home 

only to see that his mansions were sold for a bowl 

of rice. the only one left reeked of tears of the 

girls I broke their hearts like bread, the walls bears 

the scars of the echoes of their voices & the wavelength  

shock the roof with quakes. my father came home & dissolved  

into my mother’s body & never returned. I still look  

into her eyes but all I see is a mirage of him disappearing  

each time I tried to dip my hands into the pool  

of her eyes to pull him out.  
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©Phoenix 

 

my father's house  

is littered, with too many silence  

one: captures my today 

the other: captures my tomorrow 

and the last, steals my forever 

- Ifemeni Derick 
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Adedolapo Ansel George 

 

In my father's house, 

there's a way for your 

cheeks to paddle you home 

when you find the rivers 

in your eyes in every room. 

 

For they are empty rooms 

Filled with thunderstorms 

of deafening silence 

from gory pictures 

hung on the walls of every room. 

 

When you tread the path 

that leads to my brother's room, 

you do not say your prayers 

with your eyes closed, 

for your enemy is your pulpiter, 

and the preyer of every prayers. 

 

And when you take the door 

that leads to the other room, 

you'll find your shadows drifting 

from the image of your body, 

only to run from the darkness of the sun. 
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And when you find yourself 

broken and lost in another room, 

worried on which path to take, 

then you're In my father's house 

a mansion filled with broken man-sons. 
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Abienekpen Osa'etin 

 

In my Father's House 

 

I 

Here, in these broken walls, 

We drink the bitter suffering 

From the abstruse shadows 

Of the cranky cup of sorrow, 

Before we learnt to suck sour milk 

Of my mother's sagging breasts 

like wilted banana leaves. 

 

We wear the scorching sun 

On our pot-holed faces 

As we go around 

With heavy world 

On our tired shoulders. 

 

There is a broken clock 

Wailing its grief 

On the wall. 

This clock stopped working 

Before it was made. 

 

II 

 

Mum never stopped talking 
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About the man who is supposed 

To be our father.... 

She said the man was gruesomely vicious, 

He left her in the middle of the wild wilderness 

With half a dozen children 

And snaked after a woman  

with very big two front apples 

And  very huge "nyash." 

 

We painted every corner 

Of the broken walls 

With tears and sorrowful songs 

When my very beautiful sister died 

Three days of speaking  

Esoteric language of the spirit 
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Johakeem Talisman Jude 

 

In  my  father's  house, 

we  write  our  names  on  crooked  walls, 

sleep  with  one  eye  open, 

and  paint  our  dreams  in  penury, 

Silence  is  our  only  gain, 

when  a  devious  voice  reigns  in  supreme  ways, 

sometimes  we  concoct  ways  to  devour  our  voices  and  break  the  norm, 

what  does  Mama  have  to  say? 

Silence!!! 

She  just  folds  her  arms  and  we  watch  her  smile  wry  whilst  her  lashes  releases  the  

chains  that  binds  her  sadness. 

In  My  Father's  house, 

the  breadwinner  is  a  glutton, 

the  Big  eater, 

who  spreads  his  thighs  and  lavishes  his  stomach  with  Life, 

whilst  we  ravage  the  crumbs  like  sickly  gnomes, 

He  rages  at  retorts, 

even  when  the  mouth  that  speaks  is  weak  and  sullen. 

In  My  Father's  House, 

There  are  Empty  Mansions, 

built  on  Empty  solaces, 

wide  spread  of  coated  Lies, 

that  enriches  our  Meals, 

"There  is  no  Money"He  would  say 

Then  we  Mope  and  watches  as  he  bends  his  words  into  a  diet  for  his  belly. 

In  My  Father's  House, 
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There  is  a  spark  of  rebellion, 

One  which  might  bury  the  rules  and  tarnish  the  law, 

There  is  Me, 

There  is  Her, 

There  is  You, 

There  is  Him, 

There  is  Mama, 

And  the  Aged  pillar  that  crumbled  our  souls  Time  after  Time. 
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©Phoenix 

 

Home was always empty 

The stair ways hollow 

Hunted, like something was missing 

- Anonymous 
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Abiodun Praise 

 

in my father’s house 

it begins with a man crawling into the graveyard 

of his mouth 

to pick the light out of a boy h a s h e d into 

s c a 

m p- 

e r i n g shadows 

too afraid to live in a black scarred skin that sings  

too much silence 

these bulletproof doors would not shield 

drunken whips 

yet a dirge bursts through them all: 

some coffins, 

are just too expensive 
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Fame Odey 

 

In my father's house 

we knew the language of silence 

living was as useless as dying 

there were punctured castles 

hung under our tongues 

father made a tour into darkness 

and forgot the route that leads home 

we even understand the language of the nights too ! 

it is pale, darkened and blue 

yesternight,  

I found a wor(l)d  

under a woman's foot 

they say it leads to hell 

since dying was living and living was hell 

I made a journey into her wor(l)d 

alas !  

I saw my father's ghost 

hung  

with face faced downwards  

In my father's house 

we knew the art of moaning 

this is the story of my sister 

who went in search of wisdom 

on a deserted land 

residing in a man's strength 
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to gathering momentum  

for moaning a dark world  

that circumcised our father 

In my father's house 

there are broken mirrors 

left on the knob of our soul 

sometimes we radiate in them 

sometimes we do not 

our mouths, pillar of honey 

our mindsets, garden of roses 

our images, silhouette of horny. 
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©CCBenji 

 

in my father's house, 

i carry loss around until 

i begin to resemble every bad memory, 

every terrible fear, 

every nightmare i ever had. 

 

- Amao Williams Praise 
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Ayoola Goodyness Olanrewaju 

 

 

in my father's house  

there are no perfect mansions—just us—  

broken perfections. so when we teeth and tongue  

we judge right. 

on dry mornings—father is crucifix. he can  

give his heart. on wet nights. thunder— 

caution. & light. 

he let loose his demons— we tame. if it were not so. 

we would not have known what is to be angels. to tame ours.  

& what manner of love. 

& again love is in the name of mother. she folds us into 

soft soldiers. she. an altar— 

where compassion. our eyes.  

selflessness. & how to humble cry for others. 

if father wakes today. it is the truth— 

he will wrong us in  

the afternoon—just as we are not too a saint too. 

the night. he receives us unto himself . & prepares us  

a place— 

to become better fathers where he has failed. 
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Akinlade Oluwaseyifunmi Sky 

 

In my father's house, 

absence nailed our memories to the wall 

the earth swallowed mother: 

blood and dust 

with a boy child we never saw. 

The wind held us captives in foriegn lands 

where sons sing songs of sorrow for growing late 

and daughters were forced to laughter to find them a suitor. 

Father is learning to love again. 
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THE END 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


